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I . Hot Nuclei : whv ? how ?

It is difficult to deposit a large amount ( -1 GeV) of excitation energy into

a nucleus. This statement can Ie easily understood if one notes that the wavelength X

associated with a nucléon impinging on a target decreases with its kinetic energy. For a

kinetic energy value of 500 MeV, X is much smaller than the mean distance between the

nucléons of the target. Hence, under such conditions, the main mechanism which is

observed originates from nucleon-nucleon collisions, with the incident nucléon knocking

one or a few nucléons out of the target. In this case, the incident energy is badly

converted into excitation energy.

On the other hand, the fusion process, in which the projectile is stopped

into the target, will successfully bring excitation energy into the system. This process is

clearly observed for incident nucléons of less than 10 MeV, and fusion is more and more

incomplete when their incident energy is increased between 10 and 100 MeV 1).

If one wants ?o deposit large excitation energy values, the best way

consists of shooting a given target nucleus with several nucléons, which can be achieved

by using intermediate energy ( 10-100 MeV/nucleon) heavy ions. With an Argon beam of

40 MeV/nucleon (we will write 40 MeV/u), it is possible to deposit easily energies of the

order of 1 GeV 2). We will name such very excited objects hot nuclei.

The study of hot nuclei has been undertaken only for 7 years because

intermediate energy heavy ion facilities were not available before. The game is then to

determine the decay properties of such nuclei, their limits of existence. On the other hand,

we will see that their study is connected with general properties of nuclear matter : namely

its equation of state.

Of special interest, is the onset of a new decay mechanism :

multifragmentation, which is the non-sequential disassembly of a hot nucleus into several

light nuclei (often called intermediate-mass fragments or IMF) or particles. In this paper,

we will show how this mechanism can reflect fundamental properties of nuclear matter



but we will also see how its experimental signature is difficult to establish.

Multifragmentation has also been studied by using very energetic projectiles (protons and

heavy ions) in the relativistic or ultra-relativistic region. Collisions induced by such

projectiles do not lead to hot nuclei and are mostly outside the scope of this paper. A

general review on this subject can be found in ref. 71.

II - Decay of hot nuclei

The decay of excited nuclei is described by the statistical theory. The main

idea of this approach is that it is governed simply by the densities of available finai states,

as is always assumed in a microcanonical description of a system. When the excitation

energy is not too large, it is assumed that the decay of a nucleus is a succession of

evaporation steps of particles. This hypothesis is quite confirmed by experimental results

and is justified by the mean time x between evaporation of two successive particles.

Figure 1 is a typical example for neutron evaporation from a Pb nucleus. The abscissa is

the temperature T which is simply connected to the excitation energy E* of the nucleus

through the relation :

with a =A/8, level density parameter. In figure 1, it turns out that, for temperatures lower

than 3 MeV, x is very long compared with typical nuclear times (for example, the time

needed by an evaporated particle to fly away from the nuclcus).It is then justified to

assume that two evaporated particles have been successively or sequentially emitted. The

situation is not so clear when the temperature becomes large, i.e. when one is dealing

with hot nuclei. In such a case, several particles can be emitted "at the same time", thus

precluding of purely statistical approach.

Ill - Multifragmentation : a new decay process of hot nuclei

Multifragmentation is a new decay process of hot nuclei. Its onset can be

predicted either in a statistical model concept, or in dynamical analysis. In this section,

we describe these various approaches.

1. Statistical models

The statistical model approach is based on the general concepts of statistical

thermodynamics. The main difference from the general picture described in section II lies

in the outgoing channels which one assumes to be opened : in section n, only sequential

binary decays were considered ; in contrast, multifragmentation models include

multibody final states, but these models are basically static, and the initial hot nucleus is
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assumed to be thermalized, with a given excitation energy and angular momentum, and

generally with a normal nuclear matter density. The statistical ensemble which has been

considered in published calculations is either microcanonical or canonical or grand

canonical5'6-7»10). Typical results are shown in figure 2 where the correlation between the

available excitation energy and the temperature of the outgoing fragments is plotted. One

notes a plateau around T=5 MeV (or an excitation energy of 3 MeV/u) which is due to the

onset of multifragmentation : a sizeable fraction of the available energy is then converted

in surface energy of the nascent fragments, thus lowering the intrinsic excitation energy.

Such calculations exhibit three main limitations : i) fast thermodynamical

equilibrium is a priori assumed ; ii) the formation step of the outgoing fragments is not

described ; moreover, it depends on a parameter : the breakup volume, iii) the subsequent

interaction of the fragments takes into account only coulomb effects. The third point has

been considered in a recent work of Satpathy et al8) where the nuclear forces between the

nascent fragments have been included. The second limitation has also been considered in

ref. 9) which combines a generalized transition-state treatment of the transformation of a

source into interacting prefragments with a dynamical description of their further fate.

The corresponding results are in agreement with many experimental observations.

However, as we will see later on, in this paper, it turns out that the assumption of

thermodynamical equilibrium is very restrictive when the excitation energy involved

reaches several hundreds of MeV.

2) Equation of state of nuclear matter : liquid-gas transition

In statistical models, one assumes generally that, at the stage of breakup,

instabilities have already occured in the nuclear volume and cause the matter to break into

many fragments which are about to leave each other. Statistical models describe the

equilibrium distribution of fragments at freeze out, but tell nothing about the transition

from the initial equilibrated hot nucleus to the freeze out configuration. One way to

understand this evolution is to discuss it in terms of liquid-gas transition. Nuclei are then

considered as drops of nuclear matter, the evolution of which being governed by its

equation of state. Figure 3 gives typical representations of this general property of nuclear

matter12). In part a) of the figure, curves are isotherms in the density pressure (p-p) plane

for infinite nuclear matter. It appears that for a temperature exceeding a critical value of

Tc=17 MeV, the curve p(p,T) increases monotonically with p, and matter is stable for all

densities. Below Tc, there exists a density range [pg (T), pi(T)] in which matter separates

into gas at density pg(T) and liquid at density pi(T). pg(T) and pi(T) are found by the

standard Maxwell construction and their loci form the liquid gas coexistence curve (CE)

shown in figure 3b. In the region where 6p/8p(T) is negative, the system will be unstable

against small fluctuations. This region, which is called the spinodal region, is limited by
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the two density values p'g and p'ifor which 8p/8p vanishes. It is bounded by the curve

labelled ITS in figure 3b and corresponds to the dashed area in figure 3c (curves are

plotted for a constant entropy).

It is quite possible to connect the multifragmentation process to the equation state

of nuclear matter. If the system is sufficiently heated (and/or compressed), it will

vaporize without entering the spinodal region ; if it reaches the spinodal region, it will

become unstable and will disintegrate into droplets. And indeed, mass distributions of

intermediate mass fragments (IMF) detected in heavy ion collisions can be interpreted in

this way. However one has to stress that many models (see for example ref. 68, ref. 26

and ref. therein) are able to reproduce the corresponding power law which has originally

been interpreted13) as a signature of critical phenomena around the critical temperature Tc.

The underlying physical reasons of the shape of figure 3 lie, of course, in the

nature of nuclear forces : negligible at large distances, attractive at small ones, strongly

repulsive at event shorter values. From this point of vew, nuclear matter behaves like a

Van der Waal's fluid and '.he build up of IMF reflects nothing but the nuclear force range.

Tins idea has been explored in various models in which the IMF are constructed via a

percolation mechanism : nucléons are assumed to aggregate in an IMF if their mutual

distance is smaller than a given parameter value16). The calculation is achieved in

considering a cubic lattice whose sites are partially filled with nucléons. The filling up of

the sites is assumed to be statistical and the results depends of course strongly on the

proportion of occupied sites, that is to say on nuclear matter density and/or energy

deposit18). Such an analysis has been used to predict what should be the correlations

between various moments of the IMF mass distribution if nuclear matter exhibits a phase

transition17). For instance, in figure 4, it is shown how the critical behaviour of the

second order moment around a reduced multiplicity of 0.25 is attenuated for finite size

systems. Successful comparisons have then been possible with experimental data but the

real interpretation of the observed agreement is not straightforward (see section V).

Moreover, a strong limitation of such approaches lies in the statistical assumption which

underlies the model. In ref. 19, the authors have tried to suppress this limitation by

performing a Landau Vlasov calculation which prepares the system on which the

percolation analysis is applied (restructured aggregation process). This is an attempt at

introducing dynamics into the simulation of the collision but is not really a dynamical

treatment of it. A similar approach has been used in ref. 31.

3. Dynamical approach

Dynamics certainly plays a determinant role in nucleus-nucleus collisions. A first

evidence for that is simply precquilibrium particle emission which is observed as soon as

the bombarding energy exceeds 10 MeV/u. The best dynamical treatment of the collision
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which is available today is the Landau-Vlasov22) (or BUU23)) approach based on the

Nuclear Boltzmann Equation. However, it is very difficult to describe multifragmentation

in such a formalism since it deals with one-body densities. Hence, it is unable to describe

in a reliable way the formation of intermediate mass fragments. Up to now, three ways

have been tried to bypass this difficulty.

a) The first one is to consider the whole N-body problem, which is a formidable

task involving a lot of approximations in order to provide a numerically tractable

model25)26)t p e w model results have been compared with data26).They indicate that IMF

formation results mainly from a compression effect and they rule out two suggestions : i)

the idea that IMF are signature of a nuclear state close to the critical point of the Tc

isotherm (see section III-2) ; ii) the fact that IMF would be emitted from an equilibrated

system. Even if one has to keep in mind that fragmentation processes can be different at 1

GeV/u and 60 MeV/u, it is clear that such calculations will bring definite improvements in

our knowledge of multifragmentation.

b) The second approach consists in an extension of the Nuclear Boltzmann

Equation by mocking up the missing many body correlations. This can be achieved in

adding a fluctuating (Langevin-like) collision term as proposed recently by Ayilc and

Grégoire24). The hope is to be able to generate the fluctuations responsible for

multifragment production. Work in this direction is still in progress.

c) The simplest approach consists in a calculation of the trajectory of the system in

the density-pressure plane of figure 3-c. As explained in section III-2, multifragmentation

may be expected to occur in the spinodal region (shaded area in the figure). In this

region, the system will be unstable against any fluctuation which will develop into droplet

formation. The game will then consist of a calculation of time during which the system

remains located in the spinodal region during its dynamical (adiabatic) evolution. If this

time is small, instability development will not be sufficient and multifragmentation will

not take place. By contrast, if the system dives long enough into the spinodal,

multifragmentation will develop. More precisely, the spinodal decomposition is related to

the growth exponent G= J F dt, where T is the growth rate of fluctuations which is the

modulus of the imaginary frequency of a multipole mode. For a growth exponent of G

~3, one expects20) density fluctuations large enough to disrupt the system, in figure 5 is

given the square of collective frequency Q for bulk density vibrations as a function of

time for an Ar projectile impinging on a Ti target21). It turns out that at 20 MeV/u, the

system spends only few fm/c in the spinodal region (negative value of £22), in contrast

with the 44 MeV/u case. Such calculations are then able to predict the onset conditions of

multifragmentation. They can be improved in including surface and coulomb effects.



IV - The distance between theory and experiment

It is today quite difficult to have a clear insight concerning the validity of the

various approaches which have been used to describe multifragmcntation because they all

succeed in explaining most of the available data (see section V). From a general point of

view, dynamical models are more suited, but sequential statistical decay certainly plays a

definite role, at least at limited excitation energies or compression and at the end of any

decay process. In principle, dynamical models can include statistical decay. However,

one has to keep in mind several points. First, dynamical calculations can be performed

only within many approximations and calculations involving properties of nuclear matter

equation of state have to consider finite size and coulomb effects in nuclear matter which

are far too large to be negligible. Moreover, final state interactions10) and decay of

outgoing fragments 67) can affect dramatically the experimental data. In other words, the

initial production mechanism for intermediate-mass fragments can be somewhat masked

by their further evolution. An example for this situation is given by the analysis of

experiments in which physicists have tried to answer the very first question : does

multifragmentation exist ? In other words, is it possible to demonstrate experimentaiiy

that a nuclear system can decay by prompt emission of several IMF ? The answer to this

question can be found in a kinematical difference between prompt breakup and sequential

emission. Lopez and Randrup27) have tried to define variables which are selective from

this point of view and Gross et al28)30) have claimed that they have obtained an

experimental proof of multifragmentation. Their results are shown in figure 6. They have

detected two IMF in opposite directions and they have measured their relative kinetic

energy spectrum. This spt ctrum depends primarily on the coulomb repulsion which has

been applied to the fiagments. If the two IMF escape at the same time

(multifragmentation), their coulomb repulsion reflects the multibody configuration of the

multifragmentation channel (solid curve in figure 6). If they have been sequentially

emitted from the heavy hot nucleus, they both feel its coulomb field and their relative

velocity reflects twice the coulomb repulsion from the heavy residue (dashed line in

figure 6). Experimental results are in favour of multifragmentation and the authors

conclude clearly in this direction. However, it has been shown by Pochodzalla et al2**)

that the decay chain of a hot nucleus is so long that the kinematical correlation between

two sequentially emitted IMF can be destroyed due to recoil effects accompanying

evaporation of other particles and the conclusion of ref. 28) is not so sure because it

depends on the detail of the model which is used to analyse the data.

It is then rather difficult to establish clearly the onset of multifragmentation. In

other respects, it is quite dangerous to define multifragmentation as a prompt decay in

contradistinction to sequential emission, since we have seen in section II that the word

"sequential" can lose its meaning when the time between two successive decays becomes
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comparable with the time needed for a particle to fly away from the parent nucleus. We

will discuss again this point in section V-2, but we can already stress that it is much more

meaningful to look for the physical reason why IMF are emitted in heavy ion collisions or

high energy proton or alpha induced reactions. Are IMF evaporated or emitted from a

given equilibrated hot nucleus of initial normal density, or is IMF emission a signature

of dynamical effects during which the system explore the equation of state of nuclear

matter, and especially the spinodal ?

To answer this question, one needs to progress in various directions. From a

theoretical point of view, it is essential to develop models including dynamical

calculations and the subsequent decay of the initial products. From an experimental point

of view, it is essential to constrain the models by performing various measurements and

mainly possible exclusive experiments.

V - The experimental knowledge regarding multifragmentation

of hot nuclei

1. The onset of IMF emission

The first knowledge we can get on multifragmentation, or more generally IMF

emission, is to determine the conditions leading to their creation. This is a first test of the

models. For instance from the statistical models5)6) (see figure 2), it is predicted that the

threshold of multifragmentation is reached when the deposited excitation energy exceeds

3 MeV/u. On the other hand, in some dynamical models described in section III-3, it

turns out that the main quantity is the compression energy which has to be sufficient to

reach the spinodal region for a sufficient time (see figure S).

Experimentally, the simplest data concern the evolution of the IMF multiplicity

with bombarding energy and projectile nature. The first result is that the mean IMF

multiplicity is small30>32,34) e v e n jf o n e excludes peripheral collisions for which

multifragmentation is not expected to occur. Figure T34) gives a typical overview of the

data. The cross section for IMF production (excluding fission fragments and fast IMF

resulting from projectile break up) is about 1 barn which means that the corresponding

multiplicity does not exceed I70). Of course, one has to be cautious with such a result

which simply means that inclusive detection of IMF is quite dangerous, and that the cross

section for multi-fragment emission is not dominant. In other words, the fact that the

mean value of IMF multiplicity is about 1 does not mean that, for few events, the

corresponding value does not reach 3,4 or even larger values. And indeed this feature

has been easily recognized in experiments performed with 4JC devices35-36) but with a

smaller cross section : a crude selection of central collisions33) is not sufficient to isolate

multifragmentation.



Another interesting feature of figure 7 is that, for heavy ion projectiles, the

increase of the IMF cross section with incident energy is quite slight and does not

indicate any evidence for a multifragmentation threshold. This feature has however to be

regarded with caution in many cases because of the contribution to the data of deep

inelastic type events. This mechanism has indeed been clearly recognized up to 30

MeV/u, and IMF can originate from it37) : they are simply remnants of the lighter partner

of the collision. If one wants to select IMF resulting from a multi-fragment emission

process.one has to realize constrained (non-inclusive) measurements in which one detects

several coincident IMF. Then, the threshold conditions for multi-fragment emission are

better evidenced. In ref. 42, emulsions have been used to get an exclusive overview of

the collisions. Events with the highest multiplicities have been selected to isolate

multifragmentation. It turns out that the emission of many medium sized fragments in

central collisions becomes an effective emission channel only at energies above 50 MeV/u

(with 16O beam). However, in other papers38-44) it turns out that the relevant parameter is

rather the deposited excitation energy E* into the system. Figure 838) illustrates this

point. IMF-IMF coincidences have been performed. In the figure, an apparent threshold

of about E41SSOO MeV is clearly apparent whatever the projectile-target system is.

However, the error bars of the data are large and the results are in rough agreement with

both the statistical models of Gross et al and Bondorf et al (see section III-l), and

calculations assuming a sequential emission (see caption of figure 8). This difficulty of

selecting between various theoretical approaches is a quite general feature. For instance

IMF mass distributions are rather insensitive to different reaction mechanisms

proposed26). From this point of view the fact+ that the relevant parameter would be E*,

rather than t',. deposited energy per nucléon E*/A, is rather interesting, since it may

indicate that ire .*. j&akup channels are selected before the entire system is thermalized, and

thus it may relate to the temporal evolution of the system.

Such dynamical effects have also been recognized in other data3339^9,70)_ ft then

turns out that both the total deposited energy43) and the dynamics play a role. It is of

course difficult to disentangle between these two effects since they are highly correlated.

For instance, in figure 7, one can understand that heavy ions are more efficient than

protons at high energy since they are more efficient to deposit excitation energy. On the

other hand the fact that IMF production is observed for protons of 1 GeV does not argue

in favour of dynamical compression effects since compression will be difficult to initiate

with proton projectiles.

+ This result has to be confirmed (see section V-2)
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2 • The origin of IMF

It is quite clear that high multiplicity IMF events originate from violent central

collisions. This conclusion may already be drawn from the proceeding subsection since

we have seen that IMF production are associated with large E* values. In this subsection,

I would like to precise a little better this feature. Useful information is given by the IMF

isotopic abundance : because of the rather fast N/Z equilibration, the isotopic yield ratios

reflect the N/Z composition of the emitting system. In ref. 47, it has thus been tested that

IMF exhibit the same N/Z ratio as the composite system. Hence IMF emission occurs

after a violent collision which mixes strongly projectile and target nucléons. These

collisions ax of course central, as appears clearly from coincident analysis between IMF

and other products. Let consider few examples. In figure 9, are shown folding angle

distributions for the detection of two fission fragments plus a backward emitted IMF. The

same distributions are also shown when the IMF detection is not required. It turns clearly

out that IMF production selects central collisions (i.e. small folding angles). A similar

conclusion can be drawn from many other works. For instance, it has been proved that

IMF production was associated with the highest neutron33) or light charged particle49)

multiplicities measured in 4n devices. In figure 104O), another piece of information is

added : two fission fragments have been detected in coincidence with forward fast

particles and nuclei (including projectile-like fragments), the total atomic number of

which is plotted in abscissa. The centrality (and then the violence) of the collision is

increasing when one moves from the right to the left on this axis. The ordinate gives the

percentage of events for which fission of the heavy partner was no longer binary (IMF

emission). The corresponding onset appears clearly for a total forward fast Z value of

about 9 which corresponds to a dissipated excitation energy of about 600 MeV. Multi-

fragment emission is associated with the most violent collisions. This result has to be

compared with the E* threshold value which has been obtained by Trockel et al38) and w e

have discussed in section V-I. Both data agree qualitatively but not quantitatively and

further results are necessary to clarify the point and to know really if E* (and not E*/A) is

the relevant parameter.

Now, it is interesting to discuss somewhat the emission time of the IMF. We have

previously addressed this point (section IV) when we have discussed the distance

between theory and experiment. Two results indicate that multifragment emission would

not be prompt, but would occur within a time interval of about 300-1000 fm/c. Both

concern correlation function studies for IMF-IMF coincidences. The studied systems are

Ne+Au at 60 MeV/u45) and O+Ag and Au at 84 MeV/u46), and in both cases one has

used the effect of the Coulomb field of the partners to deduce the corresponding

geometry. Further simulations and experiments are necessary to confirm these
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interpretations (see section IV) which corroborate Moreno's idea41)53) regarding the

dominant role of sequential decay. It is however quite difficult to reconcile this point of

view with the unquestionnable role of preequilibrium emission which has been often

recognized in IMF studies33'34-39-49-51'53) : 300-1000 Fm/c is indeed a time interval

which is longer than the thermalization time. The meaning of such values could be found

in the deformation time of a nuclear system which could be responsible for a delay in

IMF emission as well as for fission phenomena52).

3 - Advantage of exclusive experiments

We have already discussed in section V-I that IMF can originate from various

mechanisms and particularly from deep inelastic type mechanisms. The first advantage of

exclusive measurements is to be able to eliminate this mechanism from data. We have

also seen that IMF production is going with violent central collisions but that several

mechanisms can be mixed up (sequential IMF emission, multifragmentation,

preequilibrium emissions). An enormous advantage of exclusive measurements is to be

able to select given classes of events on an event by event basis. For example, it is

possible to select a given impact parameter in testing that all the detected products are

escaping from a single source54) ; or it is possible to select events with a very large IMF

multiplicity55). If one wants to look for multifragmentation, one has of course to select

events for which several IMF are emitted.

The first result which has been noticed in such experiments is that nearly full

stopping of the projectile into the target is possible even for bombarding energies between

50 and 100 MeV/u (and above66), i.e. with beam conditions for which inclusive or

incomplete measurements indicated that fusion was impossible. For instance, one

recognizes in figure 11 which concerns the Ar + Al system56), that most of the detected

products are emitted from a well defined source (incomplete fusion nucleus) even at the

highest bombarding energy of 85 MeV/u at variance with the results obtained from

inclusive detection of fusion residues57). In a similar way, it has been shown that fission

following incomplete fusion still exists for the system Ar + Au at 60 McV/u40), at

variance with the conclusion drawn from binary fission experiments58). In both cases,

the evolution of the data is due to a change of the exit channel (namely onset for IMF

production), rather than a modification of the entrance channel mechanism.

Once the multi-fragment events have been selected, it is possible to characterize

their behaviour. For instance, in ref. 42, Jakobsson et al. have looked for a critical

behaviour which could be a signature of a liquid phase transition as it has bee» predicted

in ref. 17 (see section III-2). The principle of the method is to observe the correlation

between the second moment of the IMF mass distribution and the corresponding

multiplicity, the largest fragment being excluded. The percolation model of ref. 17 was
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FIGURE 11
Invariant cross sections (arbitrary units) for particle detected
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The central collisions have been selected by calculating the spheri-
city tensor on an event by event basis. The abscissa and ordinate are
the parallel and perpendicular velocity components. The left part is
for light charged particles and the right one for IMF. From ref. 56.
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able to reproduce the observed correlation ;or Au fragmentation (figure 12) and it was

concluded that nuclei exhibit a clear phase transition. However, Jakobsson et al. do not

support this statement, which has never been confirmed. Moreover, it turns out

that Hauscr-Feschbach calculations where sequential binary decays are assumed39) are

also able to generate the two characteristic branches of figure 12. Hence, it does not seem

that such analysis will drive physicists to clear conclusions on multifragmentation.

More promissing could be analysis of the geometry of each event. In ref. 50, this

has been performed for the reactions Kr + Ag and Kr + Au at 44 McV/u. It turns out that,

for the heaviest target, side-flow emission has been observed which would be a signature

for dynamical compression effects in IMF emission (figure 13). A similar behaviour has

not been observed for the Kr + Tb system55) at the same bombarding energy and further

data are then needed before concluding.

From the general point of view of the equation of state of nuclear matter, any

experiment showing the relative influence of compression (or nucleon-nucleon collisions)

on one side, and mean attractive field on the other side, is strongly connected with the

mechanism responsible for multifragmentation. Both theoretical60) and promising

experimental61- 62) attempts have been performed in this direction (figure 14). If

multifragmentation reflects mainly dynamical effects connected with the spinodal (see

section III-3), one should also observe strong spatial correlations between outgoing

fragments25) which have not really been looked for up to now. Much work has to be

done in this direction by using multidetector devices.

VI - Concluding remarks

The multifragmentation question of hot nuclei is far from being solved. One

knows that IMF production increases when the excitation energy brought into a system is

strongly increased, but very little is known about the mechanisms involved and a clear

onset for multifragmentation is not established.

First of all, one has to stress that inclusive measurements are often unreliable

because deep inelastic events can lead to misinterpreted IMF. In order to analyse properly

IMF emission, one has to constraint the observe mechanism by performing experiments

as exclusive as possible.

In doing so, it is possible to select given reaction types or definite impact

parameter ranges54). It is clear that various mechanisms can explain IMF emission63).

When their multiplicities are small (for a given event class), the main process is probably

sequential decay ; it is properly described in statistical models. On the other hand, when

the IMF multiplicities become large (up to 11 in ref. 55), it is very probable that

dynamical effects play a role. The influence of compression energy is probably large

when heavy projectiles are involved but it cannot explain proton induced fragmentation.
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Hence both excitation energy and dynamical (compression) effects are able to induce the

mechanism.

In contrast with what is generally believed, it turns out that the multi-fragment

emission channel is clearly opened for bombarding energies of about 50 MeV/u for an

Argon beam. Typical cross section values would be several hundreds of millibams65).

The measured values are generally much smaller simply because of detection inefficiency

of most of experimental devices.

The question of the time scale for emission of several IMF (prompt or sequential)

is still open, but it is perharps a semantic one, reflecting simply the characteristic time

for nuclear system deformation, as it has previously been observed for fission52). From

this point of view, one has to stress that the words "equilibrated" or "thermalized" have to

be used with caution. The corresponding typical time is certainly shorter than 100 fm/c

for intrinsic degrees of freedom but can exceed several hundreds of fm/c if collective

variables are included. Preequilibrium IMF emission in this context can be a relatively

slow process (see discussion in section V-2).

Now if one focuses on future, it is clear that we can learn something about

multifragmentation only by using more and more sophisticated devices with thresholds

and angular cuts as small as possible. The new generation of 4JC detectors such as the

INDRA 72> project at Ganil représentes significant progress in this direction.

Of particular interest will be experiments involving projectiles of mass exceeding

100 mass units. As a matter of fact, exclusive analysis of multifragmentation can be

performed only by use of global variables, the fluctuations of which depend on the

outgoing product multiplicities. For heavier projectiles, the mean multiplicities are larger

and the global variable meaning is clearer. Moreover, work has still to be done to define

more appropriate variables, as has been recently suggested64).
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